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Abstract—Although Internet-of-Things (IoT) is revolutionizing
the IT sector, it is not mature yet as several technologies are
still being offered to be candidates for supporting the backbone
of this system. IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy
Networks (RPL) is one of those promising candidate technologies
to be adopted by IoT and Industrial IoT (IIoT). Attacks against
RPL have shown to be possible, as the attackers utilize the
unauthorized parent selection system of the RLP protocol. In
this work, we are proposing a methodology and architecture to
detect intrusions against IIoT. Especially, we are targeting to
detect attacks against RPL by using genetic programming. Our
results indicate that the developed framework can successfully
(with high accuracy, along with high true positive and low false
positive rates) detect routing attacks in RPL-based Industrial IoT
networks.

Index Terms—RPL attacks, security, intrusion detection, IoT,
genetic programming.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today we see applications that can efficiently utilize infor-

mation from sensors that are attached to things in order to

provide more automatized, rational, and intelligent behavior.

This concept is more commonly being referred to as the

Internet-of-Things (IoT) [1] in recent years, where IoT is the

common notion for the development of the things (machinery,

vehicles, goods, appliances, clothes, etc.) by having equipped

with small embedded sensors and actuators so that they

can also communicate among each other over the Internet.

This leads those devices to perceive their surroundings, to

have intelligent behavior, to communicate with each other

and further apart parties, and finally to create new forms of

smart services that are useful for human beings. From this

we also see various technological trends such as integration

of IoT with cloud computing for large scale data storage,

big data analysis on massive amount of gathered data from

IoT resources, incorporation of cyber-physical systems into

machine to machine (M2M) systems. In relation to all stated

above, there is the Industrie 4.0 (Industry 4.0) initiative, which

includes smart cities, smart industry, factories of the future,

and smart manufacturing; forming what we see today as the

research area of Industrial IoT (IIoT) [2].

Industrial sector demands are quite different from non IIoT

vendors, especially when it comes to being time critical and

∗ Authors have equal contribution.

being reliable [3]. For example, an industrial process might

have to react promptly to small changes in the sensor values

to maintain a high quality of the product or to avoid a catas-

trophic failure. Owing to this fact, industrial communication

systems often consider a notion called “five nines availability”

[4], meaning that an uptime of the system to be at least

99.999%. In addition to this, industrial applications and IIoT

have much higher security demands, to avoid downtime and to

protect sensitive information related to the industrial process

against industrial espionage [5]. Devised security measures

should protect the industrial networks from various attacks

such as denial of service (DoS), as well as should provide data

protection, privacy of the sensitive industrial data, and timely

updates of the network components to avoid exploitation. In

this work, we are investigating to find remedies in securing

IIoT networks from the adversaries and ill mannered attackers

against industrial systems.

In the literature, nature-inspired algorithms are extensively

used for solving various real world problems such as opti-

mization, control systems, robotics, and etc. Among them,

genetic programming is one of the most popular evolutionary

computation-based algorithms. Here, in this work, our aim

is to utilize genetic programming for cyber-security of IIoT

networks in detecting attacks towards IIoT and to propose

an Intrusion Detection System (IDS). The research work

presented in this paper seeks to answer the following three

research questions, in the area of intrusion detection for the

IIoT networks:

1) How can genetic programming be used to detect attacks

against the IIoT networks?

2) How can a practical implementation of such a system

be realized? How well does such an implementation

perform in terms of detection success rate and detection

time?

3) What is the suitable intrusion detection architecture for

IIoT?

From these research questions, our contribution in this paper

includes an intrusion detection framework that relies on ge-

netic programming for detecting intrusions in IIoT systems,

as well as a proof of concept implemented and a quantita-

tive evaluation thereof. Moreover, the suitability of a central
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intrusion detection system at the root node is explored, since

the network contains various devices with different capabilities

and resource constraints. It is shown that the root node could

detect attacks against RPL effectively in a timely manner.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section

II presents relevant background and related work. Section III

presents the general approach and the details of the methodol-

ogy that is proposed for detecting intrusions by using genetic

programming. Section IV presents the proof-of-concept im-

plementation. Section V presents the performance evaluation

results that are obtained through simulations. Finally, Section

VI concludes.

II. BACKGROUND

IoT is revolutionizing the IT sector and its all sub-dependent

sectors by providing remote sensing and control to be available

to the users that are located at far distances from the target

position. These things (devices, things, and nodes will be used

interchangeably in this text to represent the smallest unit in

IoT) might be as simple as sensing devices such as proximity

sensors, smart locks, IP cameras, and weather stations; to

more complex systems such as security systems, monitoring

systems, and factory automation systems (for IIoT) [6]. IIoT

is expected to constitute one of the main pillars during the

Industry 4.0 revolution by helping seamlessly implementation

of remote sensing (through sensors, etc.) and acting (through

actuators, etc.) for factory automation systems [7].

Although there are many application areas and also many

users of IoT (and IIoT) throughout the world, it is not mature

yet as several technologies are still being offered to be a

candidate architecture to support the backbone of this system.

For instance, TelosB/Sky is an IEEE 802.15.4 compliant wire-

less sensor mote based on the open source TinyOS operating

system and widely adopted by the IoT/IIoT researchers [8].

It has been shown in the literature that TelosB/Sky mote is a

very good candidate for IIoT applications, especially through

transitioning from IoT towards IIoT [9]. Therefore, in order to

provide a proof of concept on IIoT networks, we have run the

RPL routing protocol on top of the TelosB/Sky motes through

the simulations and testing of our proposed IDS scheme.

Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks

(RPL) is also one of the promising candidate technologies

to be adopted by IoT. Attacks against RPL have shown to

be possible, as the attackers utilize the unauthorized parent

selection mechanism. Moreover, local-repair mechanism of

DODAG can be exploited to execute routing attacks. During

global-repair mechanism of DODAG, two versions of DODAG

tree exist which can be exploited by the attackers. Version

numbering system (version numbers) of the RPL DODAG tree

is not controlled by a centralized or a distributed authority,

therefore it is also susceptible to attacks.

In the literature, there are a few papers targeted at detecting

or mitigating attacks related to RPL. Here, we especially focus

on studies that aim to detect hello flood and version attacks

particularly as in the current study. Napiah et al. [10] proposed
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Fig. 1. An overview of GP-based IDS approach.

an IDS known as Compression Header Analyzer-Intrusion De-

tection System (CHA-IDS) that analyzes 6LoWPAN compres-

sion header data to mitigate the individual and combination

routing attacks against RPL protocol. The proposed CHA-IDS

scheme has shown to be successful against routing attacks;

hello flood, sinkhole, and wormhole.

Mayzaud et al. [11] investigated the detection of version

number attacks against RPL protocol of IoT. In their work,

they identified several metrics to be deeply affected by this

kind of attack. These metrics are provided as: control packet

overhead, packet delivery ratio, and end-to-end delay. Ahmed

and Ko [12] proposed a distributed and cooperative verification

mechanism to securely defend against the DODAG version

number attack with low control overhead and high reliability.

Aris et al. [13] proposed two mitigation techniques for the

version number attack with different performance outcomes

and resource requirements. The first technique eliminates the

version number updates coming from the direction of the leaf

nodes. By this way, it makes sure that the strongest positions

for the version number attacks are mitigated. However, for the

rest of the attacking positions, it cannot mitigate the effects

of the attack. Therefore, they proposed a second mitigation

technique in order to mitigate the effect of the attack regardless

of the attacking positions. Here a node is allowed to change

its version number only when the majority of its neighbors

with better ranks claim a version number update.

III. PROPOSED DETECTION METHODOLOGY

Here in this research, we explore the usage of genetic

programming in detection of attacks against the RPL protocol

in IIoT networks. As mentioned earlier in this text, RPL’s

DODAG mechanism is vulnerable to many attacks. Our aim

here is to propose a suitable intrusion detection system for

IIoT. In order to address this problem, we explore the use of

genetic programming (GP). Evolutionary-computation based

techniques are known to be quite effective in intrusion de-

tection [14] and able to discover characteristics of complex

networks such as ad hoc and sensor networks [15]. Therefore,

their potentials in intrusion detection in IIoT networks are

searched for in this study.
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Genetic programming [16] is inspired from the mechanism

of natural evolution, which is based on that the individuals

best suited for the environment have a higher chance of

surviving through generations. Similarly, in the evolutionary

computation, proposed candidate solutions for a problem

called individuals are evolved by using genetic operators such

as crossover and mutation in order o produce better solutions

over time.

In genetic programming, individuals are represented by

trees. In this study, the in-order traversal of a tree (individual)

outputs an if statement for detecting RPL attacks. An example

to a simple GP tree is given in Fig. 2. The in-order traversal

statement corresponding to this tree is if(COUNT_DIO
< COUNT_DIS) and (COUNT_DATA == (0.99 *
AVG_TIME_BTW_DATA)). If this statement is satisfied, an

attack alarm is raised.

and

==<

COUNT_DIO

AVG_TIME_BTW_DATA

*COUNT_DATA

0.99

COUNT_DIS

Fig. 2. An example of a GP tree.

The general steps of genetic programming algorithm are

given in Algorithm 1. Please note that the individuals in

the first population are randomly generated. In crossover

operation, subtrees of selected individuals from the current

population are exchanged. In mutation operation, a subtree

of a selected individual is exchanged with a random subtree

in order to maintain diversity in the population. For these

operations, the individuals are selected based on their fitness

values which show how well they solve the problem. These

steps are applied over generations and the output of the

algorithm is either the ideal solution or the best individual

produced after a number of generations. The general schema

of the proposed approach is depicted in Fig. 1.

Initialize population;

repeat
Evaluate the fitness of each individual;

Rank the population according to fitness values;

Apply generic operators (crossover, mutation etc.)

and reproduce new population;

until termination criterion is satisfied;

return best-of-run individual;

Algorithm 1: The general steps of GP

In order to decrease the computation and communication

overhead on nodes responsible for intrusion detection, a

central intrusion detection architecture is proposed. In this

architecture, only the root node is responsible for making

decisions about attacks. The root note monitors packets in his

neighbourhood and extracts some features from these packets

periodically. The features are listed in Table II. The features

employed in this study are more comprehensive than other

studies in the literature. Please note that these features together

with some mathematical and logical operators given in Table I

constitute GP trees. In this study, the first population is ini-

tially initialized. The evolution, which generates the intrusion

detection algorithm automatically, takes place on the root node

offline and continues until the 1000th generation is reached.

Then, the best individual at the last generation is evaluated

on the testing network. Genetic programming is run for each

attack type separately, so two detection algorithms are obtained

at the end of the evolution process. The GP parameters used

in this study are listed in Table I. The parameters not listed

here are the default parameters of the ECJ tool [17].

TABLE I
GP PARAMETERS

Parameters Value

Functions
+, -, *, /, sin, cos, log, ln, sqrt, abs,
exp, ceil, floor, max, min, pow, mod,
<, ≤, >, ≥, ==, ! =, and, or

Terminals rnd(0,1) and features
Population Size 50 (number of elite individuals = 5)
Crossover probability 0.9
Mutation probability 0.1
Selection strategy Tournament selection

(Tournament size: 7)
Generations 1000

IV. IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM

We have used 26 nodes IIoT network that are comprised of

Telos-B modes each operating Contiki O.S. [18] on them. The

network is constructed and simulated on Cooja simulation en-

vironment [19]. Each simulation is run for almost 20 minutes.

One of the nodes acts as a root node working as a data-sink,

so that all the network packets are destined to it. Training and

testing networks are set-up in a randomly distributed network

topology. Around ≈10% of the nodes are selected as attackers

(non-root ones) which implement the following two attack

types:

1) Hello flood attack: The RPL routing protocol is suscepti-

ble to hello flood attacks [20]. Each node in RPL routing

protocol broadcasts “HELLO” message to inform of

their presence to their one hop neighbors. A malicious

node floods “HELLO” packets with high enough trans-

mission power to convince every node in the network

that it is their neighbor. In the attack scenario, all

attackers perform this attack at the same time.

2) Version number attack: In version number attack, at-

tackers manipulate their own DODAG version number

to manipulate RPL’s “global repair” mechanism, so that
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Fig. 4. True positive vs. false positive rates of the proposed IDS under hello flood and version number attacks.

they gain privilege in the network. In our implementa-

tion, all of the malicious nodes execute this attack at the

same time.

The root node computes the features at periodic time inter-

vals. In order to find the ideal detection interval, the features

are collected at different time intervals: 500 ms, 1000 ms, 2000

ms, 3000 ms, 4000 ms, and 5000 ms. While the time interval

increases, the computation overhead decreases at the root node.

However all packets received in that period are needed to be

buffered. So it is a trade-off to make between the memory

consumption and the computation overhead. Therefore, the

most suitable period could be selected based on the root

device’s physical characteristics.

V. MEASUREMENTS AND EVALUATION

According to the extensive simulation results, the proposed

IDS solution based on genetic programming performs with

promising results. The accuracy of the proposed IDS under

two different types of attacks are presented in Fig. 3. Whereas,

Fig. 4 presents true positive vs. false positive rates of the

proposed IDS under hello flood and version number attacks

for a further comparisons.

As it is seen in the results, both attacks could be detected

effectively enough by employing lower intervals. Hence, an

attack could be detected before harming the network further.

In addition, it can easily deduced from the results, the proposed

IDS has shown better detection performance as the time

interval increases for the hello flood attack. For this attack

type, 96.08% and 99.83% are the worst and best accuracy

values obtained with collecting data in 500 ms and 5000 ms

intervals, respectively. As for the version number attack, it is

seen that the proposed IDS has shown closer performance than

that in hello flood attack in different time intervals. The best

and the worst accuracy has been obtained with the intervals

of 4000 ms (99.42%) and 3000 ms (97.97%), respectively.

These results represent the effectiveness of a centralized

detection system as the evolved intrusion detection algorithm

is only placed at the root node. However, the proposed frame-

work can easily be adopted to any dedicated node as well.

In this study, a distributed intrusion detection architecture,

where every node is responsible for local detection based on

the packets in their neighbourhoods, is also analyzed. In the

distributed architecture, 51% and 71% of all nodes detect hello

flood and version number attacks respectively with an accuracy

higher than 90%. Especially for the hello flood attack, the

root node performs better than a distributed architecture, since

it collects more information than individual nodes. Moreover
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this architecture is more suitable for IoT, since some nodes

might not have enough capabilities and resources to perform

intrusion detection for IoT. The only downside of the proposed

architecture is having the single point of failure. To avoid that,

one of the root nodes’ neighbours could take place of the root

node in case of a failure.

VI. CONCLUSION

This article investigates a suitable intrusion detection system

for RPL-based IIoT and answers three research questions.

In the first question, the usage of genetic programming for

detecting attacks against RPL is explored. The second question

is on the realization of the proposed systems. The simulations

show that the proposed IDS can detect intrusions with very

satisfying results (high true positive and low false positive

rates). For the final question, a central intrusion detection

system, which is more suitable for this environment, has

compared with a distributed architecture and shown to be very

effective in detecting attacks in a timely manner.

APPENDIX

The feature set used for GP tree construction is listed in

Table II.
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